
Are you looking for a versatile and compact tool that can be easily carried with you anywhere? Look no further than the trusty folding knife! A folding knife is an

essential piece of gear for any EDC (Everyday Carry) enthusiast, whether you're a seasoned outdoorsman or just need a reliable tool for everyday tasks. In this

blog post, we'll explore why owning a quality folding knife should be at the top of your list when it comes to building out your EDC collection. From its versatility to

its convenience, there are countless reasons why a folding knife is an indispensable part of any prepared individual's toolkit. So let's dive in and explore all the

ways that owning a folding knife can benefit both your daily life and survival scenarios alike!

How to Choose the Right Folding Knife for You

A lot of people think that a knife is a knife, but that’s not the case. Different knives are designed for different purposes, and if you’re going to be carrying a knife 

every day, you want to make sure you have the right one. In this article, we’re going to talk about how to choose the right folding knife for you. 

 

The first thing you need to consider is what you’re going to be using the knife for. If you just need it for general purposes like opening boxes and cutting string, 

then you don’t need anything too fancy or expensive. But if you plan on using it for more heavy-duty tasks like self-defense or camping, then you’ll want 

something that’s stronger and more durable. 

 

Once you know what you need the knife for, take a look at the different blade shapes and decide which one will work best for you. For example, if you need a 

strong blade for self-defense, then a tanto blade would be a good choice. But if you just need a basic all-purpose blade, then a drop point or clip point would be 

better.



 

Now that you know what kind of blade you need, it’s time to choose the material. The most common materials are stainless steel and carbon steel, but there are

also other options like titanium and Damascus steel. Each material has its own strengths and weaknesses, so do

The Best Folding Knives on the Market

A folding knife is a must-have in your EDC gear for several reasons. First, it is much easier to carry a folding knife than a fixed blade. Second, a folding knife can

be more easily concealed than a fixed blade. Third, a folding knife can be used for many different tasks, such as opening boxes, cutting rope, and even

self-defense.

There are many different types of folding knives on the market, so it can be difficult to know which one to choose. Here is a list of the best folding knives on the

market, based on our experience:

1. Spyderco Delica4 Lightweight Folding Knife: This knife is made from high-quality materials and features a lightweight design that makes it easy to carry. The

blade is also very sharp and can handle most everyday tasks with ease.

2. Kershaw Leek Folding Knife: This knife features a sleek design and is made from high-quality materials. It also has a very sharp blade that can handle most

everyday tasks.

3. CRKT M16-14SF Special Forces Folding Knife: This knife is made from high-quality materials and features a military-grade design. It also has a very sharp

blade that can handle most everyday tasks.

4. Gerber Hinderer Rescue Knife: This knife is designed for emergency situations and features a durable design that can withstand heavy use. It also has a very

sharp blade that can cut

Conclusion

A folding knife should be a must-have in your EDC gear because of its convenience, portability and versatility. Not only do they come in multiple styles and sizes

that allow you to find the perfect fit for any situation, but they are also incredibly easy to carry with you anywhere. With an unlimited number of uses, a folding

knife can make your everyday tasks easier and safer, no matter if you’re at home or on the go. So whether it’s for emergencies or everyday use, make sure to

add a folding knife to your EDC gear!
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